Figure 1 has been obtained by performing FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations (version 2.2-1) with FLUKA default physics setting for precision simulations (except proton beam). 

Some folders include additional source.f file where beam parameters can be find. It needs to be compiled and linked to create an executable file. The files with extension .inp are FLUKA input files.

General specification: 
Field size: 10x10 cm2
Distance from source to phantom: 100 cm
Phantom: 30x30x30 cm3 cube, material: water
Detector: USRBIN, number of bins: 200 (resolution 0.15 cm)
Surrounding environment: vacuum
Number of particles: 10^7
Scoring quantity: dose
The energy threshold for transport and production of delta particles: 10 keV

Fig1a

The file spectrum_6MV.dat includes the energy spectrum obtained for photon beam measured for Elekta Synergy linac (at National Physical Laboratory). The file photons_6MV.dat includes the output data.

Beam specification:
Divergence: 20 mrad (type: flat)
Beam shape (x and y plane): rectangular
Momentum distribution: flat (momentum spread: 0)
Energy: 6 MV

Fig1b

The file spectrum_20MV.dat includes the energy spectrum for photons obtained from Elekta SL25 linac (D. Sheikh-Bagheri, D. W. O. Rogers, Monte Carlo calculation of nine megavoltage photon beam spectra using the BEAM code, Med. Phys. 29(3):391-402, 2002). The file photons_20MV_IMRT.dat includes the output data for overlapped beams.

Beam specification:
Divergence: 20 mrad (type: flat)
Beam shape (x and y plane): rectangular
Momentum distribution: flat (momentum spread: 0)
Energy: 20 MV

Fig1c

The file spectrum_10MeV.dat includes the energy spectrum obtained from simulations of electron beam from Elekta Synergy linac (at National Physical Laboratory). The file electrons_10MeV_IMRT.dat includes the output data.

Beam specification:
Divergence: 20 mrad (type: flat)
Beam shape (x and y plane): rectangular
Momentum distribution: flat (momentum spread: 0)
Energy: 10 MeV

Fig1d, Fig1e

The selected parameters are similar to the parameters of proton pencil beam produced at the Christie proton beam therapy centre in the UK. The file protons_160MeV.dat and SOBP.dat include the output data.

Physics activated:
DEFAULTS: HADRONTHERAPY
PHYSICS: EVAPORATION module, COALESCENCE mechanism (activate: 1)
IONTRANS: HEAVYION

Beam specification:
Divergence: 1.3 mrad (type: Gauss)
Beam shape (x and y plane): rectangular
Momentum distribution: flat (momentum spread: 0)
Energy: 160 MeV

Spread-out-Bragg peak has been generated by using extrema-4.4.5 and the data from the simulation of single proton beam (Fig 1d). Given some numerical function (e.g., BRAGG energy loss distribution) explore how a weighted set of these functions, appropriately shifted in the independent variable, can be used to attain a flat distribution over a given range. The script first plots the original data for the BRAGG energy loss distribution and then asks the user for the amount of the shift and the number of functions. The script then calculates the best weights to apply to the individual functions and plots the resultant weighted individual functions and the spread out Bragg peak, which is the sum of these functions.  A vector, output, is created containing the calculated weight values.

Fig1f

The parameters were selected for typical high energy linac. The file electrons_150_MeV.dat includes the output data.

Physics activated:
PHOTONUC: delta resonance, quasi-deutron and giant dipole resonance activated
Biasing: survival probability of a single particle that is produced via hadronic interactions was set to 0.02 for secondary electrons and photons

Beam specification:
Divergence: 2 mrad (type: Gauss)
Beam shape (x and y plane): Gauss
Momentum distribution: Gauss (momentum spread: 1%)
Energy: 150 MeV

The energy transfer to electrons lower than the threshold is estimated according to the continuous slowing down approximation. Production of bremsstrahlung, secondary electrons (based on Moller theory) and positrons (based on Bhabha theory) via interactions with atomic electrons is simulated explicitly above this threshold. 

Figure 2 has been obtained by performing 3D particle-in-cell simulations with the code OSIRIS. It models the interaction  between an 800 nm, 20 fs laser pulse with amplitude a0 = 3 and beam waist w0 = 10 um interacting with a pre-ionised plasma with density of 1.7e19 electrons/cm^3.

